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We establish necessary conditions of optimality for problems of optimal control
theory in the discrete time framework with infinite horizon. Our necessary condi-
tions are in the form of Pontryagin principles. We treat smooth and partially
nonsmooth settings, without concavity. A strong motivation to the study of such
problems comes from dynamical macroeconomic theory, and there exist also some
motivations provided by physics. Q 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
We consider discrete time optimal control problems with infinite hori-
Ž .zon. From a discrete time dynamical system x s f x , u , t g N, wetq1 t t t
consider three kinds of criteria:
‘ 0Ž .1. Maximize Ý f x , u .ts0 t t t
ŽŽ . Ž . .2. Find an admissible process x , u such thatt t t t
T T
0 0lim inf f x , u y f x , u G 0,Ž .Ž .Ý Ýt t t t t tž /T“‘ ts0 ts0
ŽŽ . Ž . .for every admissible process x , u .t t t t
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ŽŽ . Ž . .3. Find an admissible process x , u such thatt t t t
T T
0 0lim sup f x , u y f x , u G 0,Ž .Ž .Ý Ýt t t t t tž /T“‘ ts0 ts0
ŽŽ . Ž . .for every admissible process x , u .t t t t
The first motivation to the study of such problems comes from economic
w xtheory, notably from the optimal growth theory 6, 9, 11 , and we find
w xseveral mechanical and physical motivations in 12 and references therein.
w xThe analogous problems with continuous time are studied in 2 .
Generally, problems with the first criterion are studied via dynamic
Ž . w xprogramming Bellman as in 11 , or via an extensive use of value
w xfunctions as in 6 . Concerning the approach in the spirit of the Pontryagin
principle, there exist several results in the discrete time and finite-horizon
w x w xsetting, notably the works of Boltyanskii 1 and Michel 7 . About the
discrete time and infinite-horizon setting, there exist results about multi-
w xpliers in the concave case 4, 6, 8, 9 .
In the present paper, we extend results of Boltyanskii and Michel to the
Ž .infinite-horizon framework. We give results for partially nonsmooth
problems, with nonsmooth criterion and smooth field of the evolution
equation, and also for smooth problems. Note that we do not need
concavity assumptions.
Now we describe the contents of the paper. In Section 2, we define the
exact settings of the considered problems. In Section 3, we recall notions
of the Clarke differential calculus that we use in the nonsmooth frame-
work. In Section 4, we state three theorems which provide necessary
conditions of optimality in the spirit of the Pontryagin principle. In Section
5, we describe a general principle to associate finite-horizon problems to a
solution of an infinite-horizon problem. In Section 6, we prove the first
theorem of Section 4. In Section 7, we prove the two other theorems of
Section 4. In Section 8, we treat the case where the optimal controls are
interior. In Section 9, we treat an economic problem.
2. SETTINGS AND NOTATIONS
For each t g N, we consider X a nonempty open subset of R n, U at t
nonempty subset of R m, the functions f 0: X = U “ R, f : X = U “ R n,t t t t t t
and h g X .0
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . Ž . .If x g Ł X and u g Ł U , we say that x , u be-t t t g N t t t t g N t t t t t
0Ž .longs to dom J when the series Ý f x , u is convergent in R.t G 0 t t t
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The first problem considered is the following:
‘
0P , h Maximize J x , u [ f x , uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ÝI t t t t tt t
ts0
subject to x , u g dom J ,Ž . Ž .Ž .t tt t
; t g N, x s f x , u ,Ž .tq1 t t t
x s h .0
Ž . ŽŽ . Ž . .We denote by Adm h the set of the processes x , u g Ł X =t t t t t g N t
Ž .Ł U such that, for every t g N, x s f x , u , and x s h.t g N t tq1 t t t 0
The two other considered problems are
Ž . ŽŽ . Ž . . Ž .P , h . Find x , u g Adm h such that, for everyII t t t t
T 0 T 0ŽŽ . Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..x , u g Adm h , lim inf Ý f x , u y Ý f x , u G 0.t t t t T “‘ ts0 t t t ts0 t t t
Ž . ŽŽ . Ž . . Ž .P , h . Find x , u g Adm h such that, for everyIII t t t t
T 0 T 0ŽŽ . Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..x , u g Adm h , lim sup Ý f x , u y Ý f x , u G 0.t t t t T “‘ ts0 t t t ts0 t t t
We introduce, for every t g N, the pre-Hamiltonian
H : X = U = R = R n * “ RŽ .t t t
by setting
0 0 ² :H x , u , l , p [ l f x , u q p , f x , u ,Ž . Ž .Ž .t 0 t t
² : n Ž n.where ? , ? denotes the duality bracket between R and R *.
3. SOME NOTIONS OF NONSMOOTH ANALYSIS
Now we recall some notions useful in the statement of a main theorem.
When A ; R d, and f: A “ R is a locally Lipschitzian function, Clarke
w x3 uses a notion of regularity to obtain suitable rules of generalized
differential calculus.
We recall some notions. First, the right-hand directional differential of
q Ž . Ž .Ž Žf at the point a in the direction ¤ is D f a; ¤ [ lim 1rt f a qt “ 0q
. Ž .. Ž .t¤ y f a when it exists . The Clarke right-hand directional differential
C Ž .of f at the point a in the direction ¤ is D f a; ¤ [
Ž .Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . w xlim sup 1rt f z q t¤ y f z when it exists . Following 3 ,z “ a, t “ 0q
we say that f is Clarke-regular at the point a when, for every ¤ g R d,
q Ž . C Ž . q Ž .D f a; ¤ exists in R and D f a; ¤ s D f a; ¤ .
When f: A “ R e, the Clarke differential of f at the point a is
Ž . Ž d e. w x ddenoted by ›f a . It is a subset of L R , R 3 . When we split R as a
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d r Ž .product of normed vector spaces, R s Ł V , and x s x , . . . , x , thehs1 h 1 r
partial Clarke differential of f at the point a with respect to the variable
Ž .x is denoted by › f a , . . . , a .h x 1 rh
Ž .The Frechet differential of f at a is denoted by Df a , and the partial´
Ž . Ž .Frechet differential of f at a s a , . . . , a is denoted by D f a , . . . , a .´ 1 r a 1 rh
When C is a subset of R d, and when z g C, the tangent cone to C at z
Ž . Ž . w xis denoted by T z , and the normal cone C at z is denoted by N z 3 .C C
Ž .Recall that C is called regular at z when T z is equal to the BouligandC
w xcontingent cone to C at z 3 .
4. THE MAIN THEOREMS
We state three theorems which are infinite-horizon Pontryagin princi-
ples. First, we state a theorem in the framework of the Clarke differential
calculus.
ŽŽ . Ž . . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. Let x , u be a solution of P , h or of P , h ort t t t I II
Ž . 0of P , h . We assume that, for e¤ery t g N, the function f is LipschitzianIII t
Ž . Ž .near x , u and Clarke-regular at x , u , f is strictly differentiable att t t t t
Ž .x , u , U is closed and is regular at u . We assume that, for e¤ery t g N#,t t t t
0 n NŽ . Ž . ŽŽ . .D f x , u is in¤ertible. Then there exist l g R and p g R *x t t t t tt
which satisfy the following properties:
Ž . Ž 0 .i l , p is nonzero.0
Ž . 0ii l G 0.
0Ž . Ž .iii For e¤ery t g N#, p g › H x , u , l , p .ty1 x t t t tt
0Ž . Ž . Ž .iv For e¤ery t g N, › H x , u , l , p l N u / B.u t t t t U tt t
By using the basic rules of the Clarke differential calculus, under our
Ž .assumptions of Clarke-regularity, the condition iv is equivalent to the
following condition: for every t g N,
0 0p g l › f x , u q p ( D f x , u ,Ž . Ž .ty1 x t t t t x t t tt t
which we can call the adjoint inclusion, a multivalued expression of the
classical adjoint equation of the optimal control theory.
The second theorem is in the strictly differentiable framework.
ŽŽ . Ž . . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2. Let x , u be a solution of P , h or of P , h ort t t t I II
Ž . 0of P , h . We assume that, for e¤ery t g N, the functions f and f areIII t t
Ž .strictly differentiable at x , u , U is closed and is regular at u . We assumet t t t
0Ž .that, for e¤ery t g N#, D f x , u is in¤ertible. Then there exist l g R,x t t tt
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Ž . ŽŽ n. .Np g R * which satisfy the following properties:t t
Ž . Ž 0 .i l , p is nonzero.0
Ž . 0ii l G 0.
0Ž . Ž .iii For e¤ery t g N#, p s D H x , u , l , p .ty1 x t t t tt
0Ž . Ž . Ž .iv For e¤ery t g N, D H x , u , l , p g N u .u t t t t U tt t
Ž .The condition iii is equivalent to the following condition: for every
t g N,
0 0p s l D f x , u q p ( D f x , u ,Ž . Ž .ty1 x t t t t x t t tt t
Ž .which is the adjoint equation. When u g Int U , the condition iv be-t t
0Ž .comes D H x , u , l , p s 0.u t t t tt
Just as in the continuous time framework, we hope to have, for every
t g N, the condition
0 0Ž .v H x , u , l , p s max H x , u , l , pŽ . Ž .t t t t t t t t
u gUt t
Ž .instead of the condition iv of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. But in discrete
w x Ž .time with finite horizon, Boltyanskii 1 gives examples where v is false
Ž .and where we have only an analogous condition to the condition iv . And
Ž . Ž .so, without additional assumptions, it is not possible to replace iv by v .
This is a big difference between the discrete time and the continuous time.
w xIn the discrete time framework with finite horizon, Michel 7 introduces
Ž .the notion of mixed program to obtain the condition v as an optimality
w xnecessary condition. In 7 , Michel gives sufficient conditions to ensure
that a program is mixed.
w x Ž .Following 7 , when t g N, x , x g X = X , we consider the sett tq1 t tq1
Ž . Ž . nA x , x which is the set of the points l, y g R = R for which theret t tq1
0Ž .exists u g U such that the following conditions are fulfilled: l F f x , u ,t t t
Ž . w x Ž .y s f x , u y x . Still following 7 , we consider B x , x the set oft t tq1 t t tq1
Ž . n Ž . nthe l, y g R = R for which there exist u, ¤ g U = R such that thet
0Ž . h h hŽ . hfollowing conditions are fulfilled: l F f x , u , ¤ y s f x , u y xt t t t tq1
for every h s 1, . . . , n.
ŽŽ . Ž . . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3. Let x , u be a solution of P , h or of P , h ort t t t I II
Ž .of P , h . We assume that, for e¤ery t g N, X is an open con¤ex subset ofIII t
n 0 Ž .R , the functions f and f are partially Frechet differentiable at x , u with´t t t t
respect to the first ¤ector ¤ariable. We assume also that the following Michel
condition is fulfilled:
; t g N, co A x , x ; B x , x , MŽ .Ž . Ž .t t tq1 t t tq1
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0 Ž . ŽŽ n. .Nwhere co denotes the con¤ex hull. Then there exist l g R, p g R *t t
which satisfy the following properties:
Ž . Ž 0 .i l , p is nonzero.0
Ž . 0ii l G 0.
0Ž . Ž .iii For e¤ery t g N#, p s D H x , u , l , p .ty1 x t t t tt
0Ž . Ž .iv For e¤ery t g N, for e¤ery u g U , H x , u , l , p Gt t t t t t
0Ž .H x , u , l , p .t t t t
w x Ž . Ž .In 7 , Michel remarks that the condition M is satisfied when A x , xt t tq1
is convex for every t.
5. REDUCTION TO FINITE HORIZON
Here we state an optimality principle more or less known: the restric-
tions of a solution of an infinite-horizon problem necessarily are solutions
of finite-horizon problems.
ŽŽ . Ž . . Ž .LEMMA 1. Let j s x , u be a solution of P , h with L gt t t t L
 4 Ž .I, II, III . Then, for e¤ery T g N#, x , . . . , x , u , . . . , u is a solution of0 T 0 T
the following problem:
T
0F , T , j Maximize J x , . . . , x , u , . . . , u [ f x , uŽ . Ž .Ž . ÝT 0 T 0 T t t t
ts0
subject to ; t s 0, . . . , T , x g X , u g U ,t t t t
; t s 0, . . . , T y 1, x s f x , u ,Ž .tq1 t t t
x s h , x s x , u s u .0 T T T T
Proof. We fix T g N#. We proceed by contradiction; consequently,
Ž . Ž .there exists y , . . . , y , ¤ , . . . , ¤ admissible for F, T , j such that0 T 0 T
J y , . . . , y , ¤ , . . . , ¤ ) J x , . . . , x , u , . . . , u .Ž . Ž .T 0 T 0 T T 0 T 0 T
ŽŽ . Ž . .We set y [ x and ¤ [ u when t ) T. We easily verify that y , ¤t t t t t t t t
is admissible.
When L s I, we have
J y , ¤ y J x , uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .t t t tt t t t
s J y , . . . , y , ¤ , . . . , ¤ y J x , . . . , x , u , . . . , u ) 0.Ž . Ž .T 0 T 0 T T 0 T 0 T
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When L s II, we have
S S
0 0lim inf f y , ¤ y f x , uŽ . Ž .Ý Ýt t t t t tž /S“‘ ts0 ts0
T T
0 0s f y , ¤ y f x , u ) 0.Ž . Ž .Ý Ýt t t t t t
ts0 ts0
When L s III, we have
S S
0 0lim sup f y , ¤ y f x , uŽ . Ž .Ý Ýt t t t t tž /S“‘ ts0 ts0
T T
0 0s f y , ¤ y f x , u ) 0.Ž . Ž .Ý Ýt t t t t t
ts0 ts0
And so we obtain a contradiction.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
First, we establish a technical lemma useful to the proof of the main
w x w xtheorems. When m, n g N, with m F n, we set m, n [ m, n l N,N
w . w .and m, ‘ [ m, ‘ l N.N
LEMMA 2. Let Z be a real finite-dimensional normed ¤ector space. For
Ž . Te¤ery t, T g N# = N# such that t F T , we consider an element z g Z.t
We assume that, for e¤ery t g N#, the sequence T ‹ zT is bounded. Thent
there exists an increasing function b : N# “ N# such that, for e¤ery t g N#,
b ŽT . Ž .there exists z g Z ¤erifying ; t g N#, z “ z T “ ‘ .t t t
Ž T .Proof. Since dim Z - ‘, and since the sequence z is bounded in1 T G1
Z, by using a well-known Weierstrass]Bolzano result, we obtain that there
w . w .exists an increasing function a : 1, ‘ “ 1, ‘ , and there exists z g Z1 N N 1
a ŽT .1such that z “ z when T “ ‘.1 1
Ž a1ŽT ..Since dim Z - ‘, and since the sequence z is bounded in Z,2 T G1
w . w .we obtain that there exists an increasing function a : 2, ‘ “ 2, ‘ ,2 N N
a ( a ŽT .1 2and there exists z g Z such that z “ z when T “ ‘.2 1 2
By iterating the reasoning, we obtain that, for every t g N#, there exists
w . w .an increasing function a : t, ‘ “ t, ‘ , and there exists z g Z sucht N N t
a ( a ( ??? ( a ŽT .1 2 tthat z “ z when T “ ‘.t t
Now we define the function b : N# “ N# by setting, for every t g N#,
Ž . Ž .b t [ a ( a ( ??? ( a t . We define also, for every t g N#, the function1 2 t
w . w . Ž . Ž . Ž .d : t, ‘ “ t, ‘ by setting d t [ t and d T [ a ( ??? ( a Tt N N t t tq1 T
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when T G t q 1. We note that
d T q 1 s a ( ??? ( a ( a ( a T q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .t tq1 Ty1 T Tq1
G a ( ??? ( a ( a T q 1Ž . Ž .tq1 Ty1 T
) a ( ??? ( a ( a T s d T .Ž . Ž . Ž .tq1 Ty1 T t
Ž .Consequently, d is increasing. Since b s a ( a ( ??? ( a (d , we have,t 1 2 t t
Ž b ŽT .. Ž a1( a 2 ( ??? ( a tŽT ..for every t g N#, z is a subsequence of z .t T G t t T G t
b ŽT .Therefore, for every t g N#, we have z “ z when T “ ‘.t t
We arbitrarily fix T g N#. By using Lemma 1, we know that
Ž .x , . . . , x , u , . . . , u is a solution of the finite-horizon optimal control0 T 0 T
Ž .problem F, T , j . We transform this finite-horizon optimal control prob-
lem into a static minimization problem. For this, we introduce some
notations.
Ž . Ž . Ty1We set x [ x , . . . , x , u [ u , . . . , u , C [ Ł X =1 Ty1 0 Ty1 ts1 t
Ty1 Ž . Ty1 0Ž . hŽ . hŽ . hŁ U , f x, u [ yÝ f x , u , F x, u [ yf x , u q x forts0 t ts0 t t t t t t t tq1
every h s 1, . . . , n, with x s x , x s x , u s u . And so, x, u is a0 0 T T T T
solution of the mathematical programming problem
m.p., T Minimize f x, uŽ . Ž .
subject to x, u g CŽ .
;h s 1, . . . , n , ; t s 0, . . . , T y 1,
F h x, u s 0.Ž .t
We introduce the Lagrangian
L x, u, l, mh , lŽ .Ž .t h , tFTy1
n Ty1
h h h5 5[ lf x, u q m F x, u q l l, m d x, u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ý t t t Ch , tFTy1
hs1 ts0
Ž . 5Ž . Ž .5 Ž . 4where d x, u [ min x, u y y, v : y, v g C . We set q [C t
n h U Ž U . nÝ m e , where e is the dual basis of the canonical basis of R , andhs1 t h h h
so we obtain
L x, u, l, q , lŽ .Ž .t tFTy1
Ty1
s y H x , u , l, qŽ .Ý t t t t
ts0
Ty1
² : 5 5q q , x q l l, q d x, u . 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý t tq1 t CtFTy1
ts0
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w xThen, by using the Lagrange multipliers rule of 3, p. 228 , we can assert
0, T Ž T .that, by fixing l sufficient large, there exist l g R, p gt 0 F t F Ty1
ŽŽ n. .TR * which satisfy the following conditions:
Ž . Ž 0, T T T .l.m.r.1 l , p , . . . , p is nonzero.0 Ty1
Ž . 0, Tl.m.r.2 l G 0.
Ž . Ž 0, T T T .l.m.r.3 0 g › L x, u, l , p , . . . , p , l .Žx, u. 0 Ty1
w x Ž . Ž .By using 3, pp. 228, 38, 51 , we know that l.m.r.3 and 1 imply the
relation
Ty1
0, T T T² :0 g y› H x , u , l , p y p , x q N x, u . 2Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .ÝŽx , u. t t t t t tq1 C
ts0
Ty1 Ty1w x Ž . Ž . Ž .By using 3, p. 54 , we know that N x, u s Ł N x = Ł N u .C ts1 X t ts0 U tt t
Ž .  4Since X is open, we have N x s 0 , and consequently, we obtaint X ttTy1Ž .  4 Ž .N x, u s 0 = Ł N u . Then, under our assumptions of Clarke-C ts0 U tt w xregularity and of strict differentiability, we can use 3, p. 48 and we can
Ž .deduce from 2 that
Ty1




T² :0 g y› H y p , x q N u ,Ž .Ž .Ý Łu t t tq1 U tt
ts0ts0
0, T TŽ . w xwhere H [ H x , u , l , p , and consequently, still by using 3, p. 48 ,t t t t t
we obtain
Ty1 Ty1




T² :0 g y › H y p , x q N u . 4Ž .Ž .Ž .Ł Ý Łu t t tq1 U tt t
ts0 ts0ts0
We calculate, for every t s 1, . . . , T y 1,
Ty1
T T² :› H y p , x s › H y p ,Ž .Ýx t t tq1 x t ty1t t
ts0
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Ž .and so from 3 , we deduce
for every t s 1, . . . , T y 1, p g › H . 5Ž .ty1 x tt
Ž .Similarly, we obtain, for every t s 0, . . . , T y 1, 0 g y› H q N u ,u t U tt t
that implies
for every t s 0, . . . , T y 1, › H l N u / B. 6Ž .Ž .u t U tt t
Ž .Under our assumptions of Clarke-regularity, 5 is equivalent to the
relations
for every t s 0, . . . , T y 1,
T 0, T 0 Tp g l › f x , u q p ( D f x , u . 7Ž .Ž . Ž .ty1 x t t t t x t t tt t
We calculate, for every t s 0, . . . , T y 1,
0, T 0 T› H s l › f x , u q p ( D f x , u .Ž . Ž .u t u t t t t u t t tt t t
Since the tangent cone is the dual cone to the normal cone, to say that
² :w g N is equivalent to saying that, for every d u g T , w, d u F 0.U t U tt t
Ž . Ž .And so, by translating the conditions l.m.r.1 ] l.m.r.3 , we have estab-
lished the following result:
0, T Ž T .FIRST STEP. For every T g N#, there exist l g R, p gt 0 F t F Ty1
ŽŽ n. .TR * which satisfy the following conditions:
Ž . Ž 0, T T T .a, T ;T g N#, l p , . . . , p is nonzero.0 Ty1
Ž . 0, Tb, T ;T g N#, l G 0.
0, T 0Ž . Ž .c, T ;T g N#, ; t s 1, . . . , T y 1, ’w g › f x , u such thatt x t t ttT 0, T 0, T T Ž .p s l w q p ( D f x , u .ty1 t t x t t tt
0, T 0Ž . Ž .d, T ;T g N#, ; t s 0, . . . , T y 1, ’c g › f x , u such thatt u t t tt0, T 0, T TŽ . ² Ž . :;d u g T u , l c q p ( D f x , u , d u F 0.t U t t t u t t t tt t
Ž . Ž .Since D f x , u is invertible, c, T becomesx t t tt
y1 y1T T 0, T 0, Tp s p ( D f x , u y l w ( D f x , u . 8Ž .Ž . Ž .t ty1 x t t t t x t t tt t
Ž 0, T T . Ž . Ž 0, T T T .And so it is easy to verify that l , p s 0, 0 implies l , p , . . . , p0 0 Ty1
Ž . Ž 0, T T . Ž .is zero. Consequently, a, T implies that l , p / 0, 0 . Then, by using0
a normalization, we can choose the multipliers such that
5 0, T T 5For every T g N#, l , p s 1. 9Ž .Ž .0
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Ž n.Since R = R * is finite-dimensional, there exists g : N# “ N#, an in-
Ž 0 . Ž n. 0, T 0creasing function, there exists l , p g R = R * such that l “ l ,0
T < 0 < 5 5p “ p when T “ ‘, and l q p # s 1.0 0 0
0 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Since › f x , u and › f x , u are compact, we deduce from 8x t t t u t t tt t T w . Ž n.that, for every t g N, the sequence T ‹ p , from t q 1, ‘ in R *, ist N
bounded. Then by using Lemma 2, there exists an increasing function
n N 0 0 0Ž . ŽŽ . . Ž .b : N# “ N#, there exist p g R * , w g › f x , u , c gt t t x t t t tt0Ž .› f x , u , for every t g N, such that, denoting s [ a ( b , we have, foru t t tt
every t g N, l0, s ŽT . “ l0, ps ŽT . “ p , w 0, s ŽT . “ w 0, c 0, T “ c 0 whent t t t t t
T “ ‘.
Ž .Then, by taking T “ ‘ in 8 , we obtain, for every t g N#,
y1 y10 0p s p ( D f x , u y l w ( D f x , u ,Ž . Ž .t ty1 x t t t t x t t tt t
i.e.,
0 0p s l w q p ( D f x , u ,Ž .ty1 t t x t t tt
Ž .which implies iii .
Ž Ž ..By taking T “ ‘ in d, s T , we obtain, for every t g N, for every
Ž .d u g T u ,t U tt
0 0² :l c q p ( D f x , u , d u F 0,Ž .t t u t t t tt
i.e.,
0 0l c q p ( D f x , u g N u ,Ž .Ž .t t u t t t U tt t
which implies
0 0l › f x , u q p ( D f x , u l N u / B,Ž .Ž . Ž .u t t t t u t t t U tt t t
i.e.
0› H x , u , l , p l N u / B.Ž .Ž .u t t t t U tt t
7. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2 AND 3
Theorem 2 is a simple corollary of Theorem 1, since all the functions are
strictly differentiable, each Clarke differential is a singleton reduced to the
Frechet differential.´
w x Ž .Remark. By using a theorem of Boltyanskii 1, p. 380 on F, T , j , we
obtain the first step of the proof of Theorem 1, in the differential setting,
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Ž . Ž .where in e, T the tangent cone T u is replaced by the BoltyanskiiU tt
cupola to U at u . After that, we can use Lemma 2 to obtain the samet t
Ž .statement as Theorem 2 where N u is replaced by the dual cone to theU tt
Boltyanskii cupola to U at u .t t
w xNow we prove Theorem 3. By using Lemma 1 and 7, p. 9 , we can assert
0, T Ž T . ŽŽ n. .Tthat, for every T g N#, there exists l g R, p g R *t 0 F t F Ty1
which satisfy the following conditions:
Ž . Ž 0, T Ž T . .a9, T ;T g N#, l , p is nonzero.t 0 F t F Ty1
Ž . 0, Tb9, T ;T g N#, l G 0.
T 0, T TŽ . Ž .c9, T ;T g N#, ; t s 1, . . . , T y 1, p s D H x , u , l , pty1 x t t t tt0, T 0 TŽ . Ž .s l D f x , u q p ( D f x , u .x t t t t x t t tt t
0, T TŽ . Ž .d9, T ;T g N#, ; t s 0, . . . , T y 1, ;u g U , H x , u , l , pt t t t t t
0, T TŽ .G H x , u , l , p .t t t t
Ž .From a9, T , we can choose all these multipliers such that, for every
< 0, T < 5 T 5T g N#, l q p # s 1. By reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 10
0, T 0 0, T 0Ž . Ž .with w s D f x , u and c s D f x , u , we can assert thatt x t t t t u t t tt t0 Ž . ŽŽ n. .Nthere exist l g R, p g R * , and an increasing function s : N “ Nt t
such that l0, s ŽT . “ l0 and ps ŽT . “ p when T “ ‘, for every t g N. Byt t
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..taking T “ ‘ in c9, s T and in d9, s T , we obtain the announced
result.
8. INTERIORITY CASES
In this section, we treat the special case where the optimal controls
belong to the interior of the admissible controls set.
ŽŽ . Ž . . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4. Let x , u be a solution of P , h or of P , h ort t t t I II
Ž . 0of P , h . We assume that, for e¤ery t g N, the functions f and f areIII t t
Ž .differentiable at x , u . We assume that, for e¤ery t g N, u g Int U andt t t t
n NŽ . Ž . ŽŽ . .that D f x , u is onto. Then there exists p g R * such that, foru t t t t tt
Ž .e¤ ery t g N# , p s D H x , u , 1, p , for e¤ ery t g N ,ty 1 x t t t tt
Ž .D H x , u , 1, p s 0.u t t t tt
Ž .Proof. By using Lemma 1, for every T G 2, x , . . . , x , u , . . . , u is a0 T 0 T
Ž .solution of F, T , j . By using the notations of the proof of Theorem 1,
Ž . Ž .the problem F, T , j is equivalent to minimize the function f x, u under
tŽ . Ž .the constraints 0 s F x, u [ f x , u y x , for t s 0, . . . , T , wheret t t tq1
x s x and u s u .0 0 0 0
We examine the regularity of these constraints. Let a , . . . , a g R such0 T
Ty 1 tŽ .that Ý a DF x, u s 0. Then, for every t s 0, . . . , T y 1,ts 0 t
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Ty1 tŽ . t Ž . tŽ .Ý a D F x, u s 0, i.e., a D F x, u s 0. Since the D F x, u arets0 t u t u ut t t
onto, they are nonzero; therefore, we have a s 0 for every t s 0, . . . , T yt
0Ž . Ty1Ž .1. This proves that DF x, u , . . . , DF x, u are linearly independent.
Therefore, by using a classical result on the Lagrange multipliers, there
T T Ž n. Ž . Ty1 T tŽ .exist p , . . . , p in R * such that Df x, u s Ý p DF x, u , which0 Ty1 ts0 t
implies
T 0 T; t s 1, . . . , T y 1, p s D f x , u q p ( D f x , u ,Ž . Ž .ty1 x t t t t x t t tt t
0 T; t s 0, . . . , T y 1, D f x , u q p ( D f x , u s 0,Ž . Ž .u t t t t u t t tt t
T 0Ž . Ž .which implies D f x , u *p s yD f x , u and so, for every T ) t,u t t t t u t t tt t
for every S ) t, we have
T SD f x , u *p s D f x , u *p ,Ž . Ž .u t t t t u t t t tt t
Ž . Ž .and since D f x , u is onto, D f x , u * is one-to-one; therefore, weu t t t u t t tt t
obtain
; t g N, ;T ) t , ;S ) t , pT s pS \ p .t t t
Consequently, we have
0; t g N#, p s D f x , u q p ( D f x , u ,Ž . Ž .ty1 x t t t t x t t tt t
0; t g N, D f x , u q p ( D f x , u s 0,Ž . Ž .u t t t t u t t tt t
which is the announced conclusion.
9. AN ECONOMIC PROBLEM
0 w .In this section, we consider f : R = R “ y‘, 0 and g : R “ R, fort q t
every t g N. We consider dom J defined as in Section 1, and for h g R,
we consider the problem
‘
0Q , h Maximize J k , c [ f k , cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ÝI t t t t tt t
ts0
subject to k , c g dom J ,Ž . Ž .Ž .t tt t
; t g N, k F g k y c ,Ž .tq1 t t t
k s h .0
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Ž . ŽŽ . Ž . . N NWe denote by Adm h the set of the processes k , c g R = Rt t t t q
Ž .such that, for every t g N, k F g k y c , and x s h, and we con-tq1 t t t 0
sider
Ž . ŽŽ . Ž . . Ž .Q , h . Find k , c g Adm h such that, for everyII t t t t
T 0 T 0ŽŽ . Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..k , c g Adm h , lim inf Ý f k , c y Ý f k , c G 0.t t t t T “‘ ts0 t t t ts0 t t t
Ž . ŽŽ . Ž . . Ž .Q , h . Find k , c g Adm h such that, for everyIII t t t t
T 0 T 0ŽŽ . Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..k , c g Adm h , lim sup Ý f k , c y Ý f k , c G 0.t t t t T “‘ ts0 t t t ts0 t t t
These problems are classical problems of the optimal growth theory in
w xmacroeconomic theory 6, 8]10 .
ŽŽ . Ž . . Ž .THEOREM 5. We assume that k , c is a solution of Q , h , wheret t t t L
 4 0L g I, II, III . We assume that, for e¤ery t g N, f is strictly differentiable att
Ž .k , c , and g is strictly differentiable at k . We assume that, for e¤ery t g N,t t t t
X 0Ž . Ž .g k / 0, and c ) 0. Then, by setting, for e¤ery t g N, p [ D f k , c ,t t t t c t t tt
we ha¤e, for e¤ery t g N#,
X0p s D f k , c q p g k ,Ž .Ž .ty1 k t t t t t tt
and, for e¤ery t g N,
0D f k , c G 0.Ž .c t t tt
0Ž .If , moreo¤er, we assume that, for e¤ery t g N, D f k , c / 0, then wec t t tt0Ž . Ž .ha¤e, for e¤ery t g N, D f k , c ) 0 and k s g k y c .c t t t tq1 t t tt
Proof. By reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain the
0 Ž . Nexistence of l g R, and of q g R , which satisfy the following condi-t t
tions:
l0 G 0 and, for every t g N, q G 0, 10Ž .t
5 0 5l , p s 1, 11Ž .Ž .0
for every t g N, q g k y c y k s 0, 12Ž .Ž .Ž .t t t t tq1
X0 0for every t g N#, q s l D f k , c q q g k , 13Ž .Ž .Ž .ty1 k t t t t t tt
0 0for every t g N, l D f k , c y q s 0. 14Ž .Ž .c t t t tt
We note that we can assert that q G 0 since the evolution equation ist
Ž .replaced by an evolution inequation, and the relation 14 comes from that
c belongs to the interior of R .t q
Ž . Ž . 0Relations 11 and 14 imply l / 0. Consequently, by setting p [t
Ž 0. Ž .1rl q , 18 impliest
0for every t g N, p s D f k , c . 15Ž .Ž .t c t t tt
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0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By using 10 and 15 , we have D f k , c G 0. The relation 13c t t tt
becomes
X0for every t g N#, p s D f k , c q p g k . 16Ž .Ž .Ž .ty1 k t t t t t tt
0Ž . Ž .If, moreover, we assume that D f k , c / 0, then following 15 , wec t t tt 0Ž .have p / 0; therefore, p G 0, and consequently, D f k , c ) 0 andt t c t t tt
Ž . Ž .also, by using 12 , we obtain k s g k y c .tq1 t t t
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